Their Love nearly destroyed both of them. Can they find their way back to each other? Beth: Can you love and hate the same person? I fell in love too fast, too young. I made decisions I thought would protect the ones I love. Now I'm hated for them. Skull is the love of my life. But our life was wrapped up in lies. We were captured by them, and left with nothing when they exploded. How much can a heart take before it breaks, and just doesn't care anymore? Skull: Everything Beth and I had was a lie. I claimed her, but she left me broken. Letting her back in would be a mistake. Fool me once but never again. Never. I won't allow myself to be weak again. A man can only take so much. I'm done...or maybe not...Conclusion of Devil's Blaze Trilogy. (Previously and tentatively titled Conquered) Breathe easy there's a HEA in there for Skull and Beth and you even catch up with Torch and Katie

OMG! It's no secret that I have been mad as hell at Skull after the last book, and to be honest, I wasn't sure how the author could fix it well enough for me to forgive him. Let me tell you, she outdid herself, and completely exceeded my wildest expectations, as Released is hands down, EPIC! This
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**Customer Reviews**

OMG! It's no secret that I have been mad as hell at Skull after the last book, and to be honest, I wasn't sure how the author could fix it well enough for me to forgive him. Let me tell you, she outdid herself, and completely exceeded my wildest expectations, as Released is hands down, EPIC! This
story starts out where Burned left off with Skull finally catching Beth, and dragging her back to his club. So in other words, you must read the first two books in this series to completely go through this emotionally tortuous journey fully. Now that Skull has Beth locked up near him, he is doing his best to make her pay for the time missed with his daughter. He refuses to listen to a word she says as to why she hid for so long, and he’s making her life miserable. Enemies had gotten in between them making sure she was convinced that he had moved on, but what Skull doesn’t realize is, that she’s been destroyed through this as well, and he’ll never know how deep the scars go on her. As he keeps taking shots at her, she finally decided enough is enough, and makes a deal with him so she can leave, but it’s after her family enemies have been taken care of first. Beth still loves Skull, but the way he’s purposely hurting her, that love just enough anymore. She decides to take her family out herself so her daughter is safe, and Beth can get away from all the pain. As new enemies surround them, will Skull and Beth find their way back to each other before it’s too late?

WOW WOW WOW! The heart wrenching pain that seeped out my kindle brought me to my knees, while bringing out the girly girl emotions. Character development is fantastic, with the best cast of secondaries that I can’t wait to read more about.
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